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ABSTRACT 

The resul ts of infrared photometry from 2 llm-160 llm of AFGL 2591 

and 12CO observations of· its associated molecular cloud and high 

velocity mol ecul ar outflow are presented and di scussed. Observations 

between 60 llm and 160 llm provide the first detailed far-infrared 

spectrum of this source. The observed luminosity between 2 and 160 ~ 

is 6.7 x 104 L at a distance of 2 kpc. We estimate the total o 

luminosity to be ru 9 x 104 L 
o 

The 211m to 160 p.m spectrum of AFGL 

2591 is interpreted in the context of a model in which a single embedded 

object is the dominant source of the infrared luminosity. We determine 

this object to be surrounded by a compact, optically thick dust shell 

with a temperature in excess of several hundred degrees kelvin. We 

estimate the extinction to this source to be between 26 and 50 visual 

magnitudes. Our data is consistent with earlier suggestions that the 

object which powers the near-infrared source al so is responsible for 

ionizing the compact HII regions near AFGL 2591. We have determined the 

absolute position of the infrared source at 10 llm to an accuracy of ± 

1". Thi s indicates for the fi rst time that the IR source and H20 source 

are not coincident. 

Our 12CO observations show the high-velocity molecular flow near 

AFGL 2591 to be extended, bipolar and roughly centered on the infrared 

emission. The observations suggest that the red-shifted flow component 

extends beyond the boundary of the ambient cloud within which AFGL 2591 

is embedded. The 12CO observations also show that AFGL 2591 is embedded 

in a molecular cloud with an LSR velocity of -5 km s-1 Comparing this 

velocity with the velocity of H20 maser emission (ru -22 km s-l) suggests 
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that the maser source is part of the blue-shifted high-velocity 

mol ecul ar outflow. Its close proximity to the in frared source suggests 

that the origin of the molecular outflow may be very close to (within 

1") the surface of AFGL 2591. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The observation that most stars, in their earl iest stages of 

stellar evolution, produce cold energetic outflows of molecular gas 

(e.g., Bally and Lada 1983) suggests a revision of our understanding of 

the nature of young embedded infrared sources (e.g., Wynn-Williams 

1982). It is now clear that many objects previously thought to be 

quietly accreting protostars are actually the centers of very energetic 

mass explusion. One such object, AFGL 2591, typical of the 

proto-stell ar sources, has recently been found to be associated with a 

high-velocity molecular outflow (Bally and Lada 1983, Torrelles ~ 

1983). AFGL 2591 is a very compact (~ 0.2", HovJell, ikCarthy and Low 

1981) and luminous (L ~ 3 x 10\ , r~eri1l and Soifer 1974) near- infrared 
E> 

source. It is closely associated with an H20 maser source 

(vJynn-~~illiams 1977) and also near at least two, ~~eak compact HII 

regions (e.g. Simon et al 1981). Although very lUI:1inous and compact, 

there is no evidence for ionized emission at the location of the 

near-infrared source (Thompson and Tokunaga 1979, Simon et al 1981), 

suggesting that the source has not yet evolved to the stage of emitting 

significant ionizing flux. Despite extensive near- infrared stud i es, 

little is known about the far-infrared spectrum of this object and its 

total luminosity has not been accurately determined. The recent 

detection of high-velocity molecular flovi around this object and the 

lack of a good far-infrared spectrum of this object motivated us to 

obtain further observations of this source and reconsider its nature. 

In particular \ve were interested in detennining the characteristics of 
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the molecular flow and its relation to the infrared source, compact HI! 

reg ions and water maser. vJe al so were interested in obta i n ing a good 

far-infrared spectrum in order to obtain a rel iable total luminosity and 

investigate the detailed energetics of the source. 

To accompl ish these objectives we obtained new mill imeter-wave CO 

and infrared observations of AFGL 2591. The resul ts of these 

observations, which incl ude the detection of a bi pol ar mol ecul ar flow 

and the first accurate far-infrared spectrum of this source, are 

presented in this paper. vJe al so present new 2-20 wm broadband 

spectroscopy of the near-infrared source and a 10 ]J1l absolute position 

measurement of the source, which significantly improves upon previous 

determinati ons made at shorter wavel engths. The tel escopes and 

observing techniques employed for this study are described in Section 

II, the resul ts and analysis of observations in Section III and the 

implications of the results in Section IV and Section V. 
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II. TELESCOPES AND OBSERVING TECHNIQUES 

a) Millimeter-wave Spectroscopy 

Observations of the J=1-0 transition of 12C160 at 2.6 mm were 

initially obtained in 1981 February with the ll-meter mill imeter-wave 

telescope of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO)2 in 

2The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is operated by the Associated 

Universities, Inc., under contract with the National Science Foundation. 

Arizona. Subsequently the majority of the observations reported here 

were obtained in 1983 June with the new 12-meter surface of the NRAO 

mill imeter-wave tel escope. Both sets of CO observations were made with 

the same cooled, dual-channel, mixer receiver which \vas operated in 

conjunction with a 512-channel filter bank spectrometer, which provided 

spectral resolutions of 0.25 MHz and 0.50 ~tHz. The fil ters were spl it 

so that each pol arization channel of the receiver was coupl ed to two 

independent 128-channel banks of 0.50 MHz and 0.25 r~Hz fil ters 

respectively. Data taken at the same resolution in the two receiver 

channel s v/ere averaged together. All spectra were 0 bserved in the 

posi tion switching mode using the same II off" position (i .e. 

a = 20h2 m35s. 9 ,o = 43° 01 1 16 11
; 1950.0) which was pre-determined to be 

free of significant 12CO emission. Data taken with both telescopes were 

initially cal ibrated using a rotating chopper wheel following Ul ich and 

Haas (1976). The ll-m data were finally calibrated by observing Orion 
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* and IRe +10 0 216 and adopting temperature scales such that TA = 60.0 K 

* and TA = 4.1 K for these two objects respectively. Final calibrations 

for the 12-m data was accompl ished by observing M17 SL~ and IRe +10 0 216 

* * and adopting the observed temperatures TA = 35.2 K and TA = 5.8 K for 

these two objects respectively. The M17SW temperature agrees within 10% 

* w"ith standard ll-m value of TA = 39.0 K (Thronson and Lada 1983, Ulich 

and Haas 1976) while the value for IRe +10 0 216 is 38% higher than the 

standard ll-m cal ibration. This is an expected result of the higher 

aperture efficiency of the 12-m surface. 

b) Near- and Mid-Infrared Photometry 

AFGL 2591 was observed during the ,autumn of 1982 using a Ge(Ga) 

bolometer system on the 2.3 m telescope of the Hyoming Infrared 

Observatory (WIRO). Observations were obtained with broadband fil ters 

centered at the wavelengths listed in Table 2 and used a 6.6 11 aperture 

and a chopping secondary with a 30 11 north-south throw. The fil ter 

characteristics and absolute cal ibrations are the same as presented by 

Gehrz, Hacb'lell and Jones (1974). The internal uncerta inty for these 

observations was less than 2% in flux (1o RMS). Therefore, the total 

uncertainty is dominated by systematic errors in the absolute 

calibration of standard sources. We estimate this uncertainty to be ±5% 

at 2.3 ].lm, 3.6].l'11 and 4.9 ].lm, and ±10% at the longer wavelengths. 
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c) Far- Infrared Photometry 

AFGL 2591 was observed during 1982 August at far-infrared 

wavelengths using the 0.9 m telescope onboard NASAls Kuiper Airborne 

Observatory (KAO). A multi-channel, multi-filter Ge(Ga) system was used 

to map the source over an area of 3 I x 61 (east-west by north- south). 
II 

The angul ar resol ution of the system was 49 Fou r fi 1 ters wi th 

effective center wavel engths of 60 ).lm, 95).l m, 110].l m, and 160 ].lm were 

used to obtain far-infrared flux densities. The absolute cal ibration 

uncertainty in the flux density is approximately ±20%. The statistical 

uncertainty was about ±1% (1 cr Rt·1S) and therefore can be ignored. 

Details concerning filter characteristics and calibration procedures 

have been described el sewhere (Thronson and Harper 1979, Loewenstein 

et al. 1977). The W3(OH) source was used for calibration. Data were 

taken by chopping the secondary to a reference position 7.5 1 north and 

south of AFGL 2591. The maximum far-infrared emi ssion was located at 

the 10].lm peak, within the ±15 11 positional uncertainty, and the object 

was unresolved. Weak, extended emission was observed from the source 

throughout the region mapped, but at a level 0.5-1% of the peak channel. 

It is unlikely that this flux contributes more than 'V 20% to the total 

measured at the peak of AFGL 2591. 
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III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

a) CO Observations 

Spectra of 12C160 emission were obtained at 21 locations in a grid 

centered on AFGL 2591. Ten positions were observed with the 11-m 

telescope and 14 positions with the 12-m telescope, while three 

positi ons were observed in common with both tel escopes. At the infrared 

peak of AFGL 2591, the spectrum consists of two strong but narrow 

emi ssion 1 ine components superposed upon broad emi ssion \'Iings which 

extend over about 40 km s-l (e.g. Bally and Lada 1983, Torrelles et al 

1983). The strongest narrow line component is at a velocity of about -5 

km s-l, and the weaker component at about +1 km s-l. The temperatures 

* ( -1 of the two components centered on AFGL 2591 are TA = 15.2 K -5 km s ) 

and T/ = 5.1 K (+1 km s-l) when observed with the 11 m telescope and 

* ( -1 * (-1) . TA = 18.5 K -5 km s ) and TA = 5.4 K +1 k.'l1 s when observed wlth 

the 12 m tel escope. The difference in the two sets of observations is 

apparently a result of the fact the +1 km s-l component is considerably 

more extended than the -5 km s-l component. The higher aperture 

efficiency of the 12 m surface will resul t in a 1 arger antenna 

temperature for 1 ess extended objects. In fact, at the positions 

-1 observed in common the antenna temperatures of the +1 k.'ll s component 

aqree to within 10% while the -5 km s-l component is systematically 

stronger by about 20% in two positions (0,0 and 1W,lS). This suggest 

that emission from -5 km s-l does not fill the beam uniformly and is 

c·lumpy. To make a map of the distribution of emission of the -5 kIn s-l 
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component, we scal ed the 12-m data to match the ll-m data at the 

position of AFGL 2591. The resul ts are shown in Figure 1 in the form of 

* -1 a contour map of TA (-5 km s ). The positions where spectra were 

observed are al so indicated on the map by crosses. We find that the 

12CO emission (at -5 km s-l) peaks on AFGL 2591, which is also apparent 

when both sets of data are treated separately. The cl ear intensity 

enhancement of the -5 km s -1 cloud at the position of AFGL 2591 suggests 

that the infrared source is embedded in this cloud. Emission at -5 km 

-1 . s fall s off rapldly to the northeast of AFGL 2591, but more gradually 

to the southwest. On the other hand, there appears to be little 

-1 variation in the intensity of the 1 km s component across the mapped 

grid. Thi s can be seen in Tabl e 1 where \ve 1 ist the observed antenna 

-1 temperatures of the 1 km s component at each position of the grid. At 

most locations the antenna temperature of this component is within 0.5 K 

of T/ = 5.0 K. This confirms our earlier suggestion that the 1 km s-l 

cloud is extended and uniform. 

In order to investigate the distribution of high-velocity CO 

emission around AFGL 2591, we determined the integrated intensities in 

the red and blue high-velocity wings for CO profiles at each position in 

the grid as follm'/s: 

14.5 

RED = J T A* dv 

3.8 

and 

-10.2 

BLUE =J T/dV 

-21.9 
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These integrated intensities are also listed in Table 1. The maximum 

values occur near AFGL 2591 and in the blue component, which at the 

infrared source is four times stronger than the red component. However, 

there is considerabl e variation of the ratio of BLUE/RED across the 

source and our observations clearly show the flow in AFGL 2591 to be 

bi po 1 ar. The approximate boundaries of the reg ions where the integrated 

intensities in the red and blue components exceed 3 K-km s-l are 

indicated in Figure 1. Again the bipolar nature of this flow is 

apparent. Figure 2 shm'Js spectra obtained at two positions in the flow 

marked with XiS in Figure 1. They dramatically illustrate the distinct 

spatial separation of the red and blue high-velocity flow components. 

Indeed, the most intense high-velocity emission ~'Je measured in the red 

flow occurs at the edge of our grid, apparently well beyond the boundary 

of the -5 km s-l cloud. Unfortunately we did not observe enough 

positions to determine the true extent and distribution of the 

high-velocity gas. In addition, we did not obtain 13CO observations and 

we are unable· to rel iably estimate either the masses or the energetics 

for the high-velocity flow. Recent observations by Torrelles et al 

(1983) of a simil ar sized region around AFGL 2591 with the ll-m 

telescope did not indicate a bipolar nature to the high-velocity 

emission. HOvJever, their data did not have sufficient signal-to-noise 

to detect the red component of the flovl and were only sensitive enough 

to map the distribution of the brightest high-velocity blue-shifted gas. 

Their map of the blue component of the high-velocity flow is in 

satisfactory agreement vdth our results. 
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b) Infrared Observations 

The resul ts of our infrared photometry from 2 to 160]Jm are 

presented in Table 2. The resulting spectrum is plotted in Figure 3. 

Our 2-20 ]Jm spectrum agrees well with previously publ ished observations 

(Merrill and Soifer 1974; Willner et al 1982). The spectrum is very 

simil ar to II protostars" such as BN, W3 IRS 5 and NGC 7538 IRS 9, objects 

all associated with high-velocity molecular flows. Integrating under 

the observed spectrum we obtain· the first accurate luminosity for this 

source. We find LILa = 6.7 x 104 (0/2 kpC)2, where 0 is the distance 

to AFGL 2591 in kiloparsecs. Roughly half the luminosity is observed 

bet\'1een 2 and 20 ]J m, as the fi gure shows. 

The 2-20]J m spectrum of AFGL 2591 mimics very cl osel y the shape of 

a blackbody, excluding the 10]Jm "sil icate" feature. By fitting a 

Planck distribution to the observed points, we can obtain estimates of 

the temperature of the wann dust and the angular size of the emitting 

region. We find that the observed points fit very closely a blackbody 

distribution given by a temperature, TO = 460 K, and a source 

diameter, G = 0."13. This source diameter is consistent \vith measured 

upper limits to the source sizes obtained by speckle 

1 nterferometry G < O. "2 at 2.2]J m; (Hovle 11, McCarthy, and Low 

1981); G :: O. "5 at 10 ]Jm (D. Mozurkewich, private communication). 

However, the derived dust temperature and source size are actually lower 

1 imits to the true values since the 10]Jm absorption feature suggests 

that the infrared source is heavily extinguished. 
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The far-infrared spectrum can likewise be fit fairly well by a 

blackbody spectrum, but this is due in a large part to the small number 

of fil ters we used. Figure 3 shows a best fit, assuming that the 

intrinsic spectrum is, in fact, a blackbody. The resultant values (To = 

73 K, with 8=8") are actually lower 1 imits to the true values. For 

exampl e, most far-infrared spectra are assumed to arise from 

optically-thin isothermal dust emission and that the source spectrum is 

of the form F exv B {T}. If this is the case for AFGL 2591, then TO i; 
\) \) 

110 K. However, Thronson and Harper (1984) have emphasized that 

overlying, non-emitting dust can al ter a far-infrared spectrum and make 

it appear significantly "cooler" than the true dust temperature. In 

addition to this, Thronson and Harper further argue that for the vast 

majority of sources observed to date, there is not sufficient spectral 

coverage to determine with certainty whether or not this effect is 

taking place. Since this is the case for our data on AFGL 2591, \IJe are 

limited to saying that the dust that dominates the far-infrared emission 

is characteriZed by TO ~ 73 K, although more likely, To ~ 100 K. 

The bl ackbody fits to the ~pectrum of AFGL 4591 enabl e us to 

estimate the total luminosity of the source including the contribution 

from emission outside the observed wavelength range. Integrating under 

the two black body curves, vie estimate a total luminosity of 9 x 104 

(0/2 kpc)2 LE) for the source. 

Finally, the excel 1 ent pointing characteristics of the WIRO 2.3 m 

telescope enabled us to measure the absolute position of the N band 

(10 jlm) emission to an accuracy of ±1" (Table 2). This represents a 
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substantial improvement over previous position estimates of AFGL 2591 

made at 3.5].lm with ±211 accuracy (Wynn-Hilliams etal. 1977). The 

location of the 10].lm source is shown in Figure 1 rel ative to the 

locations of the H20 maser associated with AFGL 2591 and continuum 

emission fran compact HII regions in the vicinity (Wynn-Williams et al., 

Simon et al. 1981). Our improved position determination shows that the 

maser spot and IR source are not coincident, as previously thought. The 

infrared source is significantly displ aced from the compact HI! regions 

as first determined by Wynn-Williams et al. (1977). We note that our 

simple interpretation assumes that 3.5 ].lm emission arises from the same 

materi~ as does the 10 ].lm emission. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

a) Nature of AFGL 2591 

As shown in Figure 1 the immediate vicinity of AFGL 2591 contains 

two compact radio continuum sources and an H
2

0 maser spot, as well as 

the compact near-infrared source. In addition, two smaller, less bright 

compact continuum sources are al so known to be contained within this 

region (Campbell 1984). The compact continuum source southwest of the 

infrared source has been studied by many authors (L~endker and Baars 

1974, Wynn-Will iams et al. 1977, Simon et al. 1981, Brown 1974, Campbell 

1984) and although the fluxes determined bet~veen 2-15 GHz are not in 

particul arly good agreement, they are consistent v/ith a spectrum of an 

optically thin, photoionized HI! region. If all four continuum sources 

art~ optically thin H II regions within the cloud and are photoionized by 

individual ZAHS stars they would contribute about 2 x 104 L to the e 

total far-infrared luminosity in the region. That is about 25~~ of the 

total luminosity we estimated for the region from our far-infrared 

observations. However there appears to be no strong 2 ]11l or 10 jlm 

sources at any of these positions, and it is likely that these compact 

continuum sources are not powered by stars which contribute 

Si9nificantly to the far-infrared luminosity we observed. Indeed, 

Thompson and Tokunaga (1979) have suggested that the ionization of the H 

II region south~vest of the infrared source is provided by UV radiation 

escaping from a hol e in an otherwise thick dust shell around AFGL 2591. 

Such a model al so provides a natural expl anation for the presence of the 
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reflection nebula located approximately 20 11 southwest of AFGL 2591 on a 

1 ine connecti ng the H II reg ion and infrared sou rce (Kl einmann and 

Lebofsky 1975). To provide the requisite amount of photoionization for 

the compact H II region, AFGL 2591 must produce an ionizing flux 

equivalent to that of at least an 07.5 ZAi~S star. Since the luminosity 

of an 07.5 star is about 8 x 104 Le (Panagia 1974), our estimated total 

luminosity for AFGL 2591 of 9 x 10
4 Le is consistent with the idea that 

AFGL 2591 could be the source of inoization for at least the 1 argest 

compact continuum source in the region. Our observations would be 

consistent with this model as long as the distance to AFGL 2591 is 

greater than 1 kpc. Clearly, our observations support the suggestion 

that AFGL 2591 is the dominant energy source in the region. 

As the dominate energy source, AFGL 2591 would also be the driving 

source of the bipolar molecular flow. Since it is believed that such 

outfloi'ls are driven by vlinds emmanating very close to the surface of the 

central young stellar objects (e.g., Lada 1934), it is not surprising 

that holes or channels exist in a dust shell which would permit uv 

radiation to escape and ionize the compact HII region as well as produce 

the observed reflection nebula. Indeed, reflection nebula are found 

associated with many molecular outfloVis (Strom 1983). The existence of 

weaker HII regions near AFGL 2591 (see Figure 1, Simon et al. 1981 and 

Campbell 1984) may indicate that the dust shell is beginning to break 

up. However, it is also possible that the radio continuum emission is 

being produced by coll isional ionization in a stell ar wind (Krol ik and 

Smith 1981). This certainly appears to be the case for a number of 
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compact HI! regions associated with other high-velocity outflows (e.g., 

Simon et al. 1981; Cohen, Bieging and Schwartz 1982; Bally and Predmore 

1983; and others). Although the existing radio spectra of AFGL 2591 

are not presently suggestive of such a situation, high spectral 

rE~sol ution infrared recombination 1 ine observations might be able to 

d-istinguish between an outfloltling collisionally ionized wind and a 

photo-ionized HII region. In addition sensitive searches for 

near-infrared sources at the site of the strongest continuum source 

should easily uncover a BO.5 star if one was actually ionizing the HI! 

region. At 2.2 llm a BO.5 star at the distance of AFGL 2591 would have 

an apparent magnitude of +10 if extinguished by 50 visual magnitudes. 

HO\'Iever if such a star was present we shoul d have detected it at 10 II m. 

If we assume that the compact near-infrared object .is the source of 

all the observed far-infrared emission, we can pl ace interesting 

constra ints on its nature. As pointed out earl i er, the presence of a 

deep 10 llm sil icate absorption feature in the spectrum indicates that 

between 2-20 ·llm we are observing heavily reddened emission from hot 

dust surround ing a recently formed star. An upper 1 imit to the 

extinction to this hot dust can be estimated by de-reddening the near 

infrared observations and then requiring that the resul ting total 

luminosity between 2-20 llm not exceed 9 x 104 L. If we assume a o 

standard interstellar reddening law (e.g., Van de Hulst curve no. 15 

[Johnson 1968]) we find an upper 1 imit to the extinction of about 50 

visual magnitudes between 2.3 llm and 4.9 llm. He can obtain a lm'ler 

1 irnit to the extinction from the depth of the 10 llrn absorption feoture. 
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Rieke and Lebofsky (1984) have found that A = 16.6 ± 2.1 x T s' from v 1 

careful measurements of a number of heavily obscured sources. Merrill 

and Soifer (1974) estimated an optical depth of T si = 1.8 for the 

sil icate feature in AFGL 2591. This corresponds to A = 29.9 ± 3.8 v 
magnitudes. This is a lower limit to the total extinction, since there 

is likely to be emission as well as absorption present at 10 1-Im. 

Therefore the observed depth of the sil icate feature underestimates the 

actual extinction to the source. We conclude that AFGL 2591 is obscured 

by 26-50 magnitudes of visual extinction. 

The presence of such a 1 arge amount of exti ncti on tov/ard s the 

near-infrared emitting dust also suggests that the circumstel1ar dust is 

quite hot with tempertures in excess of 500 K. The compact nature of 

the near-infrared source further suggests that the range in temperature 

of the hot circumstellar dust may be small. For example, let us assume 

that the circumstellar dust has an intrinsic energy distribution of a 

singl e temperature bl ackbody between 2 and 5 1-1 m. If we require the 

total luminosity of this blackbody to equal that of AFGL 2591, then, in 

principl e, we can uniquely determine its temperature and size, once we 

specify the flux density of the blackbody distribution at any single 

wavelength. Because all the observed emission between 2 and 5 )J m 

suffers considerable extinction we are uncertain of the intrinsic flux 

at any given wavel ength. However we know that the extinction to the hot 

dust is between 26 and 50 visual magnitudes. Therefore if we assume an 

extinction law and a single value of visual extinction vie can de-redden 

the 2-5 1-1 III observations and attempt to fit the de-reddened points by a 
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bl ackbody whose total 1 uminosity equal s that of AFGL 2591. For possi bl e 

extinctions between 26 and 50 visual magnitudes and an extinction 1 aw 

given by curve #15 of Van de Hul st (Johnson 1968), we find that the 

de-reddened observations can be fit by a single temperature b"lackbody 

of appropriate 1 uminosity only when Av ~ 43 magni tudes. The resul ting 

blackbody curve is characterized by a temperature of about 800 K and a 

size of about 0.06 arc seconds. Figure 3 shm'ls the curve fit to the 

de-reddened observations between 2 and 5 ]lm. 

It is of interest to compare the blackbody curve with our 8-13 ]l m 

observations. Using the extinction 1 aw derived by Rieke and Lebofsky 

(1984) between 8 ]lm and 13 ]lm 'tIe can predict the fluxes in this 

wavel ength range expected from si 1 icate absorption of the underlying 

bl ackbody emission if Av ~ 43 magnitudes. We find that the predicted 

fluxes in the sil icate absorption feature are about 1.5 times smaller 

than that actually observed between 8.0 ]l m and 11.4 ]lm. In other 

words it appears that the extinction at 10 ]l m is equival ent to only 

about 23 visual magnitudes. However this may still be consistent \'1ith 

our singl e temperature dust shell model, since we expect the sil icate 

feature to have a significant emission component. Longward of 13 ]lm 

the observed f1 uxes are greater than tha t of the bl ackbody curve and at 

these wavelengths our assumption of dust emitting at a single 

temperature breaks down. In any event, our observations are consistent 

with and perhaps best represented by a simple model for AFGL 2591 in 

whi ch a singl e object surrounded by a hot (TO ~ 800 K), compact 
II 

(8 ~ .06 ) dust shell is the source for all the observed far-infrared 

emi ss ion. 
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b) The Nature of the Molecular Outflow 

Our CO observations are not comprehensive enoug h to enabl e as 

thorough an analysis of the physical properties of this mol ecul ar 

outflow as has been possible for a number of other well studied sources 

(e.g., NGC 2071, Bally 1982; AFGL 490, Lada and Harvey 1981; AFGL 961, 

Lada and Gautier 1982). However, despite these limitations our 

observations do shm'l AFGL 2591 to be associated with one of the more 

interesting of the known examples of high-velocity molecular outflow. 

We will now consider briefly some of the more interesting aspects of the 

outflow reveal ed by our data. 

First, we find the flow to be bipolar, and as indicated by Figure 

2, the spatial separation of red and blue high-velocity components is as 

distinct as has been found for any other flow observed to date. 

However, our observations are not sufficiently extensive to determine 

the full extent or degree of call imation of the flov/. Clearly further 

mapping is needed to address these particular issues. 

Second, we find that the velocity extent of the high-velocity gas 

is as great in the outermost regions of the flow as it is at the 

position of the infrared source at the apparent center of the bi pol ar 

flow. Thus, there is no evidence for any flovl deceleration with 

distance from the central source. In fact, the velocity extent of the 

high-velocity emission is somewhat higher in the outer regions than near 

the center of the grid. Such kinematical behavior is not so clearly 

evident in any other extended source we have studied. Accel eration, or 

lack of deceleration, of high-velocity gas would be expected if the 
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force accelerating the flow was more or less constantly applied over the 

dynamical time scal e and if the flow was propagating into a med ium with 

a decreasing density gradient. Of particular interest in this regard is 

the extent of the red-shifted flow beyond the apparent boundary of the 

-5 km s-l ambient cloud as seen in Figure 1 and discussed in Section 

IIA. Although, as can be seen Figure 2, there is weak emission 

CfA* ~ 1.4 K) at -5 km 5-
1 in the outer red-shifted region it is not 

clear whether or not this emission in fact originates from ambient gas 

in the outennost regions of the -5 km s-l cloud. The intriguing 

possibil ity remains that in these more extended regions even emission 

observed at -5 km s-l arises in the molecular outflow rather than from 

ambient material. Observations of 13CO emission are necessary to 

investigate this possibil ity. Even if 13CO observations were to show 

that emission at -5 km s-l arose in the quiescent part of the cloud, it 

is still clear from Figure 1 that the red-shifted flow component has 

broken out into the outermost, low density regions of the molecular 

cloud. It is possible that this flow component is freely expanding and 

that its extent is considerably larger than suggested by our map. 

Recently, Schwartz, Smith and Waak (1983), have suggested that the 

red-shifted flow associated with NGC 1333 outflow is expanding into a 

very low density region of that cloud. However the AFGL 2591 flow may 

be the first molecular outflow VJhich appears to have expanded beyond the 

boundaries of its associated molecular cloud. 

Third, we find the peak integrated intensity in the blue flovi to be 

considerably greater than that in the red flow. This is similar to the 

situation for the S140 outflow (Lada and vJolf 1983) but not typical of 
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outflow sources which generally have their strongest emission in the red 

component (Bally and Lada 1983). Al though it is not all cl ear what 

produces such asymmetries in the flow line profiles, the apparent 

enhancement of blue emission in AFGL 2591 could be due to the fact that 

the blue flm'l is propagating into a higher density region than the red 

flow, sweeping up more material in a small er area and appearing 

brighter. In this case we would expect the blue flow to be considerably 

more confined than the red flow. Future mapping could reveal if this 

was the case. 

Fourth, our data enables us to make crude estimates of the flow 

extent and dynamical age. From Figure 1 vie estimate the flow to be at 

least 51 in extent, which corresponds to a size of 3 pc at a distance of 

2 kpc. Th; s, coupl ed with the observed velocity extent of the flo\'I 

('V 40 kms- 1), suggests a dynamical time scale of 'V7 x 104 years (at 2 

kpc di stance). These parameters i nd i cate that the AFGL 2591 f1 ow is one 

of the most extended and perhaps evolved of the known molecular outflow 

objects. AFGL 2591 may also be the most luminous driving source of the 

known molecular flow sources. It is perhaps surprising that such a 

1 uminous young stell ar object has not had time enough to evol ve to the 

point where it has produced a significant compact HI! regions, yet has 

had enough time to generate one of the most extended outflows known. 

Consider that the molecular flow associated with IRe 2 in Orion (the 

only other well studied outflow source of comparable luminosity to AFGL 

2591) has an extent of 0.2 pc and a dynamical age of 'V103 years. 

The lack of a developed HII region around AFGL 2591 might be due to 

the fact that the exci ting star is surrounded by an extraordinarily 
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dense and dusty shell which has severely retarded the expansion of an 

HII reg ion. However, the presence of weak continuum sou rces near AFGL 

2591 suggests that the dust shell is breaking apart as discussed 

earlier. 

It is also possible that AFGL 2591 is closer than 2 kpc. At a 

distance of 1 kpc it \'JQuld have a luminosity of 2 x 104 L , a flow 
E> 

extent of IV 1.5 pc and flow dynamical age of 3 x 104 years, typical of 

the majority of luminous molecular outflow sources. 

Finally, we comment on the relation of the H20 maser to AFGL 2591 

and the molecular floYI. Our data indicate that AFGL 2591 is embedded in 

the -5 km s-l cloud. Moreover it is not coincident \'Iith the H20 maser 

source as previously thought. The velocity of maser emission of -21 km 

s-l and -23 km s-l (Wynn-Hilliams et. ~ 1977) clearly shows the maser 

source within the blue-shifted high-velocity flow. It is apparently a 

dense clump of gas accelerated to high-velocity by the outflow. Its 

close proximity to AFGL 2591 again suggests that the origin of the 

outflow occurs very near the infrared star. 
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V. SU~lMARY 

The primary resul ts of our infrared and mill imeter-wave study of 

AFGL 2591 can be summarized as follows: 

1) The luminosity observed bet~'/een 2 m and 160 m for the AFGL 

2591 source is found to be 6.7 x 104 (0/2 kpc)2 L , suggesting a total 
El 

1 uminosi ty at all wavel engths of about 9 x 104 L for a source di stance 
El 

of 2 kpc. 

2) The near- and far-infrared observations are consistent \'1ith and 

best explained by a model in which a single embedd'ed object is the sole 

source of the observed near- and far-infrared lu'minosity. This object 

appears to be surrounded by a compact, optically thick dust shell with a 

temperature of '\;800 K and an angular diameter of '\;0.06", although a 

significant range in temperatures probably actually exists. The 

extinction to this source is estimated to be about 43 visual magnitudes. 

3) In addition, our data are consistent with the suggestion of 

Thompson and Tokunaga (1979) that AFGL 2591 is the source of ionization 

for the compact HII regions in its vicinity and the source of scattered 

1 ight for a nearby t'efl ection nebul a. As the dominant energy source in 

the region, AFGL 2591 is probably the sole source driving the high 

velocity molecular outflow associated with it. 

4) Our CO observations indicate that the high-velocity molecular 

outfl ow assoc i a ted with AFGL 2591 is extended and bi po 1 ar in natu re. 

5) The red-shi fted component of the bi pol ar outflow appears to 

extend beyond the boundary of the ambient cloud in which AFGL 2591 is 
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embedded. The lack of significant deceleration of the red-shifted flow 

may be consistent with its propagation into a regime of low cloud 

density. The bl ue-shifted component of the flow is considerably 

brighter than the red-shifted flow in the vicinity of the infrared 

source, and appears to be within the cloud boundary. However, it al so 

shows no significant deceleration with dis tance from the floltl 

CE!nter. The material giving rise to both velocity components may be 

undergoing constant acceleration. 

6) CO observations also indicate that the molecular cloud within 

which AFGL 2591 is embedded has an LSR velocity of -5 km s -1. The 

velocities (i.e., -21 and -23 km s-l) of the H20 maser source associated 

with AFGL 2591, suggest therefore that the maser source is actually part 

of the blue-shifted high-velocity molecular fiow. 

7) The position of the near-infrared source has been determined to 

an accuracy of ±111 at 10 II m and we find that the infrared source is not 

coincident with the H20 maser spot as previously thought. However, the 

close proximity of the maser spot to the infrared source does suggest 

that the high-velocity molecular flow originates very close to the 

embedded sta r. 
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TABLE 1 

PEAK AND INTEGRATED CO TEMPERATURES 

TA*(K) r~·2 (; 11 m 
Positiona (+1 km s-l TA dv TA dv or 

cloud) -21.9 3.9 12 m 
(K-km s-l) (K-km s -1) 

2E 3N 5.0 1.84 7.63 12 
2E IN 4.5 0.62 5.82 12 
2E ON 4.7 1.41 3.88 12 
IE 2N 4.9 1.94 4.78 12 
IE IN 2.7 0.70 4.69 11 

IE ON 4.1 5.51 4.50 11 

IE IS 4.5 0.67 3.56 12 
IE 2S 4.0 1. 53 1. 70 12 
0 2N 5.4 ~ 0.3 1.92 12 

0 IN 4.9 17.71 7.39 11 

0 ~N 5.5 25.66 5.86 11 
0 0 5.4 25.85 6.39 12b 

0 IS 4.6 9.54 2.31 12b 

0 2S 4.6 3.74 1.44 12 
~VJ !~ 3.4 10.71 2.73 11 

1W 2N 5.9 1.26 3.51 12 
HI IN 5.5 5.09 3.62 11 
HI ON 5.2 5.00 4.42 11 

HJ IS 5.0 9.53 ~ 0.3 12b 

1W 2S 4.7 2.27 0.47 12 

2H IS 5.2 6.29 2.11 12 

aAll positions listed in arcminute offsets from the center position: 
(1950) Ci= 20h27m35~9 0= +40°01'16". 

bThese positions \I/ere observed with both the 12-m and 11-m telescopes. 

Only the 12-m values are listed. 



TABLE 2 

AFGL 2591 Source Parameters 

c~(1950) 
8(1950) 

Infrared Photometry 

WIRO (6~6 Aperture)a 
2.3 ]Jm 
3.6 
4.9 
7.9 
B.7 

10.0 (N) 
11.0 
11.4 
12.6 
19.5 
23.0 

b KAO (49 11 Aperture) 
60 ]J m 
95 

110 
160 

2.8 Jy 
70 

230 
610 
320 
330 
190 
270 
680 
630 
920 

4600 Jy 
5BOO 
5500 
3400 

Luminosity (2-200 ]Jm, 2 kpc) 6.7 x 104 L 
o 

T[) (40-200 ]Jm) = 73K; 8 = B 
1/ 

460K (observed); 8 = 0.13 " T[) (2-20 ]Jm) = 

T[) (2-20]J m) = 

AV = 43 magc . 

c 1/ 

BOOK (de-reddened); 8 = 0.06 

29 

aThe statistical uncertainty of tile flux densities is in all cases better 
than 2%. The calibration uncertainty is estimated to be ±5% at 2.3 Win, 
3 .. 6 pm, and 4.9 )Jm. At the longer wavelengths, we estimate a ±lO~s 
calibration uncertainty. 

bwe estimate a total uncertainty of ±20%. 
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FIGURE CAPTI ONS 

Fi gu re 1 

Contour map of peak T/(12CO ) emission from the -5 km s-l molecular 

cloud near AFGL 2591. Contour intervals are in steps of 2 K starting 

with the outermost contou r which is 4 K. Al so plotted are the 

approximate boundaries of the red- and blue-shifted components of the 

high-velocity molecular flow, shmling the apparent bipolar nature of the 

flow. The positions where 12CO observations were taken are indicated by 

"+" symbols. The location of the most intense integrated emission in 

the red-shifted flO\oJ is indicated by "+". The "x" symbols mark the 

1 ocation \vhere the spectra shown in Figure 2 were obtained. The insert 

shows the small-seal e structure of AFGL 2591. The 10 ].lIn peak is 

presented in rel ation to the H20 maser position (Hynn-Hill iams et al. 

1977) and radio continuum emission (adapted from Simon ~~. 1981). 

Figu re 2 

The 12CO spectra observed at the two locations indicated in Figure 

1 by the "x" symbols. The distinct assymetry of the red and 

blue-shifted high-velocity line wings is clearly evident, indicative of 

a bipolar flow pattern. Also evident are the quiescent ambient clouds 

at V
LSR 

~ +1 km s-l and -5 km s-l. 

Figure 3 

The observed infrared spectrum of AFGL 2591, along with simpl e 

models of the continuum emission at these vJavelengths. The observed 

points are connected by straight lines. Our suggested models for the 
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mid-infrared and the far-infrared emission are the two Pl anck functions 

labeled by temperature and angular diameter. Three shorter wavelength 

points are shown after correction for Av = 43 mags. The total 

uncerta inties in each fl ux density measurement are shown as flo error 

bars, if they are 1 a rger than the symbol. 
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